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Abstract

This article outlines general aspects of medical monolingual lexicography in Dutch as based on the author’s personal experience since 1995, converting the typesetting file of the Dutch Pinkhof monolingual medical dictionary into a dictionary database, editing the database since then, updating spelling and definitions and compiling specialised pocket dictionaries, spellcheckers and even medical dictates from the lexical content.

1. Medical Dutch

In Dutch healthcare, some 300,000 medical, paramedical and perimedical students and professionals communicate in ‘medical Dutch’. Their idiom is a blend of Dutch and foreign medical official terms and jargon, to some extent borrowed from English, Latin, Greek, German and French. It disambiguates and standardises, speeds up communication, confirms competence and status and challenges and impresses with shibboleths such as: “Nurse, the skin disorder rosacea is to be pronounced roSAcea, not rosaCEa, please.” Medical students are required to familiarise themselves with medical Latin replacing many common Dutch words: “Forget sore and sores, remember and pronounce correctly ulcus and ulcer. No more suicide attempts, but tentamina suicidii. Not a heart disease, but cor vitium.” And so on.

The hybrid nature of medical idiom makes users prone to errors related to:

- semantics:
  - medicine is faced with an incessant stream of new terms and changing definitions;
  - meanings may differ depending on language and location (‘false friends’);
- spelling:
  - many terms differ only slightly in spelling, for example two ureteral ducts and one urethral duct, located at either side of the bladder;
  - many Latin terms are paired with Dutch bastard forms, for example asthma and astima; Latin is mastered by few medical professionals nowadays;
  - a term’s spelling become less familiar once an acronym is replacing the full term;
  - long and complex terms feature multiple nouns and adjectives, interspersed with brackets, dashes, Greek letters and other symbols;
- pronunciation, with rules differing strongly for Dutch, (Greco-)Latin and English.

Therefore, mono- and multilingual medical dictionaries and spellcheckers have ample reasons to exist. Already in 1599, Kiliaan’s first dictionary of the Dutch language featured strikingly many medical terms (figure 1).
Figure 1. Kiliaan, the first Dutch lexicographer, including quite a few medical terms in his *Etymologicum Teutonicae Linguae sive Dictionarium Teutonico-Latinum* (1599).

Some minor Dutch medical glossaries were published in the late 19th century, but only in 1923 physician Herman Pinkhof published his *Vertalend en verklarend woordenboek van uitheemsche geneeskundige termen* (‘Translating and explanatory dictionary of foreign medical terms’; from here on referred to as *Pinkhof*). This first comprehensive dictionary for medical students and professionals has since then been published by Bohn publishers, known since 1990 as Bohn Stafleu van Loghum and meanwhile part of Springer B+M.
2. Medical lexicography

Relatively few lexicographers have specialised in medicine. To my disappointment, I have never met a medical lexicographer during four Euralex conferences attended. A large country as Germany boasts two comprehensive monolingual medical dictionaries only. Belgium doesn’t even have a medical dictionary of its own and relies on Pinkhof.

A medical dictionary aimed for professional use will typically cover:

- **fundamental subjects**, such as anatomy, embryology, pathology, biochemistry, cell biology/histology, immunology, clinical genetics, pharmacology, physiology, statistics, epidemiology, medical law and medical informatics and E-healthcare;
- **clinical fields**, for example surgery, gynaecology, dermatology, nephrology, some 30 specialties altogether;
- **interdisciplinary fields**, such as paediatrics, geriatrics, travellers’ medicine and social medicine;
- **paramedical and perimedical subjects**, such as dentistry, physiotherapy, nursing and midwifery.

Its users are expected to be familiar with terms from biology, (bio)chemistry, physics etc. used in definitions. Main aspects for defining a disease are anatomy (where is it located?), etiology (what is its cause?), diagnostics (how was it found?), pathology (what goes wrong in the body?), treatment and prognosis. A Dutch medical term’s meaning may depend on the medical specialty involved.
3. The *Pinkhof* dictionary

The current, 12th edition of *Pinkhof* defines in encyclopaedic definitions approximately 53,000 terms, with 6,000 newly added terms. 3500 entries feature a note on usage and some 2000 terms have been marked *confusable*. Thirty articles discuss general topics on medical grammar, semantics and pragmatics in Dutch versus Latin and English, such as “when does a bug name end on -i and when on -ii?”, “why is ‘processi spinosi’ not the plural form of ‘processus spinosus’?” and “when am I supposed to spell ‘asthma’ or ‘astma’ in Dutch?”.

3.1. Database-aided *Pinkhof* lexicography

*Pinkhof*’s ninth edition, published in 1992, had been prepared in a simple ad-hoc MS-DOS database with limited features. The editorial board recognised the need for a genuine database serviced by a linguistic assistant. In 1995 I was hired as the first full-time editor and was teamed up with dermatologist Van Everdingen, since 1983 editor-in-chief on a part-time freelance basis. Since then I have been working on both monolingual and bilingual medical dictionaries, spellcheckers and even medical dictates and quizzes. To my relief, medical specialists consulted assure me that by now my terminographical experience is largely compensating for my lack of a medical education. Nevertheless, respecting the boundaries of my knowledge and competence is essential in my profession.

*Figure 3.* Pinkhof authors Van Everdingen and Van den Eerenbeemt (note that the stitching on his shirt reads *lexicon ordbok*).
3.2. Pinkhof’s macro- and microstructure

Pinkhof’s macrostructure consists of an elaborate introductory part, with a recommendation by a key opinion leader, a preface, listing of referents and a detailed instruction on how to use the book, followed by the 53,000 articles in the main part. A term may be found as both a main entry and a sub entry, but the definition will be found under the sub entry only. There are no illustrations.

As for data displayed in print, the microstructure is: headword, headword language, form variant(s), form variant language, optional spelling form(s), abbreviated/full form, field label(s), definition(s), usage notes, synonym(s), synonym language, see [also] reference(s); biographical details, etymology, grammaticalia, pronunciation, confusable term(s). Additionally, the main administrative, non-displayed fields are: sort term, sort phrase, homograph field, editorial remarks, source, specialty code 1-6, creation/editing date, name of editor and print-yes/no.

Creating a record for a new term often involves adding additional records for its Dutch/Latin form variant(s), its acronym, its synonym(s), all these referring to the mother record with see. Though monolingual, Pinkhof will occasionally mention English equivalents common in Dutch healthcare as a synonym. Where appropriate I will add grammaticalia, etymology and usage comments, including sample phrases and semantic and grammatical pitfalls.

In May 2012, my pronunciation of 1160 medical tongue twisters was recorded for inclusion in the app and PC editions. A video fragment showing me in the recording studio pronouncing Nordic medical eponyms was posted on Google+ as a contest question and made Dutch followers send in various attempts to determine the spoken medical entries.

3.3. Role of nomenclatures and spelling regulations

The spelling, meaning and usage of medical terms are rather changeable as research worldwide leads to an incessant expansion and revision of terms. A medical nomenclature committee may decide to revise all names of microorganisms or anatomical entities every few years or so.

- In 1998 FICAT anatomists revised 9,000 terms on the human body and replaced the official nomenclature Nomina Anatomica with Terminologia Anatomica. Some 1000 terms had been added or deleted and even changes in Latin anatomical spelling were made. In 2012, senior doctors are still not familiar with the ‘TA’.
- In English-speaking countries, anatomical Latin terms are increasingly being replaced with their English equivalents.
- Even microorganisms get a new name now and then, for example Pneumocystis carinii being renamed in Pneumocystis jiroveci. Yet the acronym for the pneumonia caused by it is still PCP, not PJP.
- Increasingly, eponyms are replaced with terms providing insight in localisation and pathology, such as spondylitis ankylopoetica or ankylosing spondylitis instead of Bechterew’s disease.

3.4. Medical spelling in Pinkhof

Spelling rules for Dutch were revised drastically in 1995 and slightly once more in 2005,
requiring me to revise thousands of Dutch eponym compounds, among other things.

In 2011 the Dutch WHO-FIC committee translating the International classification of diseases (ICD-10) invited me to develop a new Dutch medical spelling in order to increase spelling consistency. The translators had observed that applying spelling rules may lead to erratic spelling forms in complex medical terms. A custom spelling existed already for Dutch biologists, allowing them to write *de Kraai in de Eik* (the Crow in the Oak) rather than *de kraai en de eik*. This inspired me to work out, in cooperation with various spelling authorities, additional rules offering medical professionals a choice between the official spelling in *maak 2 12 afleidingen-ecg’s bij dit brugada-syndroom* and ‘medical-idiom spelling’ in *maak 2 12-afleidingen-ECG’s bij dit Brugada-syndroom* (translated loosely: ‘make two 12-electrode ECGs for this Brugada syndrome’). The latter form avoids misunderstandings and corresponds better with spelling in English. The new spelling rules are optional and apply to some 0.5 per cent of all Pinkhof entries only. The additional spelling form is clearly marked and explained in detail in Pinkhof.

4. Methodology

4.1. Converting from typesetting files to a database

After joining the editorial board in 1995 and preparing myself by reading Sidney Landau’s *Dictionaries: the Art and Craft of Lexicography*, my prime task was to convert the typesetting file into a structured and tagged text file, to find suitable dictionary software, assign lexemes and metadata to fields and import the result into a database. Once the 42,000 records had been imported into CX-Master (developed by Henning Madsen, Compulexis Ltd.), 9000 entries were marked *obsolete* and removed. Thus we disposed of for instance *absinthism*: addiction to absinth, an addictive liquor banned in our country nearly a century ago, as well as of spelling characteristics abolished in 1948 (*stroo, visch*) and quite a number of other obsolete words and entries.

For a major update we then invited some thirty medical students. Those passing a writing test were instructed to scan index entries of 90 selected medical text books used by Dutch medical universities for important terms missing in the dictionary. The resulting 9,000 terms were described with the description in the text book serving as the basis for a dictionary definition. For this purpose they received an elaborate manual on medical terminography listing both the main types of medical definitions and linguistic pitfalls to be avoided. About forty medical specialists and I were to review all concept definitions. This allowed me to familiarise myself thoroughly with both medical terminology and terminography.

In that period, Dutch lexicologist Raffaela Vlot wrote her master thesis on Pinkhof under the supervision of lexicologist prof. Willy Martin. She joined me in my office for three months, examined the dictionary’s microstructure and discussed her lexicological observations with prof. Martin and me. Our joint findings have contributed to the overall quality of the dictionary.

Once the need of working in Windows was felt in 2004, I changed to Uniterm Pro (Acolada GmbH).
Figure 4. The UniTerm Pro editing screen showing the Pinkhof adnex entry.
4.2. Enhancing editing methods

As Dutch is spoken by some 20 million people only, the potential sales of a medical dictionary will be limited and so is the publisher’s budget. I am therefore required to develop methods in order to minimize farming out proofing tasks. I regularly assign Acolada engineers to write custom macros for complex batch tasks, such as creating records from synonyms, creating references, finding cyclic references, assignment of variable values, copying stressed syllables from 15,000 headword fields to 20,000 fields still lacking these, and so on.

In addition to Uniterm Pro I rely on:

- the text editor TextPad for powerful sorting, selecting and searching/replacing with regular expressions;
- from the WordSmith suite the tools WordList (for sorting terms backwards) and Minimal Pairs, developed by Mike Scott at my request for finding confusing lookalikes;
- speech recognition software for automating tedious tasks;
- advanced time-saving editing features in Microsoft Word known to too few users;
- ExamDiff Pro for detailed comparisons of listings.

As for speech recognition, in 2009 I translated Fachwortschatz Medizin, a bilingual medical learner’s dictionary. With voice-driven macro commands I instructed my PC to switch between five applications displayed permanently, create and fill out Uniterm records, look up terms in various sources and make Google perform some 600,000 complex conditional searches. I thus avoided keying in the equivalent of 6000 pages of text. Moreover, whilst...
going through the roughly 42,000 German headwords and 100,000 English translations I was able to export some 2,000 newly found terms into *Pinkhof*.

4.3. Validating content

4.3.1 Validating spelling. My main resources for validating a term’s spelling in Dutch are:

- the leading medical weekly journal *Netherlands Journal of medicine* (NTvG), consulted ad hoc on-line and additionally its paper edition read in full;
- the Dutch edition of the *International Classification of Diseases* (ICD-10);
- spelling rules prescribed by the Dutch Language Union, described for professionals in full detail in the *Technical [Spelling] Manual*;
- the Dutch online pharmacopeia *Farmacotherapeutisch Kompas*;
- the *Terminologia Anatomica* (Thieme Verlag) listing all 9000 terms in anatomical Latin;
- treatment guidelines of the Dutch association of practitioners (Nederlands Huisartsengenootschap) – and so on.

Some reference files have been pinned in my MS Word configuration for instant access. *Pinkhof* has been matched against all 1400 topics in the internal NTvG guide on spelling and style. *Pinkhof*’s middle-sized sole competitor is ignored as its spelling choices are inconsistent. I do not follow any nomenclature blindly as it may contain spelling inconsistencies. For instance, after screening some 5,000 names in the official virus nomenclature with WordList I was able to convince its editors of several typos. The Dutch ICD-10, still in progress, contains spelling errors.

The WHO-FIC, the Dutch spelling committee and the *NTvG* consult me on medical spelling issues regularly.

4.3.2 Validating definitions. Main resources for validating definitions are:

- *Netherlands Journal of medicine* (NTvG);
- medical specialists consulted;
- Dutch medical textbooks;
- foreign medical dictionaries and websites such as *Pschyrembel, Stedman* and *Dorland*.

Co-editor Van Everdingen is involved in the development of medical guidelines in the Netherlands and has thus access to a network of medical specialists. They are invited to revise limited numbers of terms and definitions. We cannot expect these professionals, who contribute on an honorary basis, to be competent in spelling rules, nomenclature or database techniques. I therefore facilitate their work by limiting the number of entries (e.g. exclusively on juvenile diabetes, hand surgery or epilepsy) and supplying adequately formatted Word files. Sometimes I may include a listing of terms sorted on the final syllables, ‘backwards’. In medicine, this will typically group terms that are related semantically and give more oversight.

5. *Pinkhof* thriving on-line

editions boast many advantages. The book edition has become less attractive for both publisher and users. As exceeding its current 1520 pages would have doubled the binding costs, I was forced to remove functional blank lines from the book’s design in order to reduce the number of pages. With digital editions medical students need no longer complain about heavy books. They may misspell Latin in a search string and yet have fuzzy search technology find the correct term. The PC edition features full-text searching (autumn 2012 also in UniLex IDS). Narrowing a search to eponyms or diagnostic terms, for example, was supported in the PDA edition (2006), but will feature again in the PC version 1.2. Online distribution allows for regular updates at a low cost. Supporting colours were not cost-effective in the latest book edition, but are available at no cost in a digital edition. The fully functional trial version may be downloaded at no cost from www.pinkhof.nl and be tried for 7 days. We intend to distribute the first Pinkhof edition (1923) as a searchable give-away PDF for promotional purposes.

One drawback of digital dictionaries, however, is seldom mentioned. I find serendipity a likeable aspect of browsing dictionaries in folio and therefore hope to include in some future update a start-up option displaying some random entry.

6. Repurposing medical lexical content in spin-offs

6.1. Pocket dictionaries

Pharmaceutical companies are in constant need of gifts relevant to the medical profession in order to promote drugs. The budget for this purpose is not meagre. I have so far compiled a score of specialised pocket editions, some of which have been translated into English, French and Spanish. My sales colleagues typically invite me to compile a dictionary on a specific indication, for example rheumatoid arthritis. I examine the characteristics of the drug and its class, relevant patho(physio)logy, diagnostics and therapy, and will then select relevant records on joint anatomy, pharmacology, histo- and immunopathology. This yields typically some 1000 out of 54,000 entries. I make sure that hyperonyms of selected subentries are included and that all see (also) references remain valid.

Each database record has one up to six medical specialty codes, allowing for a quick selection. However, the coding is not unambiguous and requires multiple search rounds, as a term on rheumatoid arthritis may have been assigned 1 rheumatology 2 immunology 3 surgery or equally well 1 immunology 2 surgery 3 rheumatology.

![Pocket dictionaries](image-url)

**Figure 6.** Pocket dictionaries extracted from the main Pinkhof dictionary.
6.2. Spellcheckers

After the release of the 10th edition in 1998, extracted from a database for the first time, I started experimenting with WordSmith analysing content. Having now access to all medical words and morphemes I decided to develop a medical spellchecker, not yet available for the Dutch language. For a linguist this was definitely a challenging and fun assignment, as compiling a spellchecker requires a profound knowledge of ‘medicolinguistic morphology’.

WordSmith and TextPad allowed me to extract sort in various ways some 80,000 unique medical words that are not included in Word’s Dutch LEX file list. I enriched the content morphologically by adding inflected forms needed in Dutch and Latin for plural/singular, definite/indefinite etc. For compiling the MS Office add-in I consulted language engineers specialised in building proofing tool add-ins. They instructed me to add metadata on word class, compositionality and hyphenation. Eventually some 150,000 medical words were made available for Pinkhof Medische spellingcontrole version 1.0 on CD-ROM. At present version 4.1, a download version, comprises some 180,000 words. Its trial version with some 25 per cent of the content is available as a free download.

The spellchecker’s user interface, accessible through a custom button in the Microsoft Word ribbon, offers a word wheel enabling the user to look up medical terms with wild cards as well as the option to consult a comprehensive help text on spelling and grammar rules for medical Dutch.

Meanwhile I have compiled various specialised spellcheckers at the request of sales colleagues servicing pharmaceutical companies. As the words and morphemes included have no specialty code I cannot quickly compile a subset. Each ‘specialised’ spellchecker therefore simply contains the full spellchecker content plus a substantial number of specialised words, extracted for the occasion from pharmacological documentation supplied.

In 2008 the Dutch crown prince suggested including sanitatie in spellcheckers; his wish was my demand.

Figure 7. Introducing in 2008 my medical spellchecker to the Dutch crown prince, HRH Willem-Alexander van Oranje.

6.3. Even... dictates and quizzes

Some medical professionals are painfully aware of their poor knowledge of spelling rules and will, nevertheless, not hesitate to participate for fun in a medical dictate contest. Pharmaceutical companies organise these contests as a promotional event and have me write
imaginary specialist’s letters reporting on examinations of patients. Hosting a medical dictate contest at a conference for pulmonologists in San Francisco in 2009 was definitely an exciting event for a Dutch lexicographer accustomed to a secluded office environment.

From 2012 onward, I will be writing and hosting a quiz on medical language for students from all Dutch medical universities participating in the annual Rosalind Franklin Contest. My multiple-choice questions will confront both candidates and the participating audience alike with orthographic and semantic pitfalls in medicine.

Figure 8. The author whilst video-hosting a medical dictate, notably in front of office wallpaper with enlarged text taken from the Pinkhof medical dictionary.

7. Various aspects

7.1. ‘Lexicographia pro juventute’

In 2009 I was required to change my methodology drastically when Van Dale invited co-author Van Everdingen and me to write a medical dictionary for teenagers and their parents or guardians: Van Dale Junior Dokterswoordenboek. I am normally expected to abridge and upscale definitions, replacing lay terms with medical vernacular. Now I had to do quite the opposite: selecting and describing in plain Dutch 2500 diseases relevant to this target group, along with diagnostic examinations, treatments, biochemistry, drugs etc. Having inherited the proper glossopoetic genes from my mother, an author of children’s books in the 60s, I embraced this task with pleasure and to the satisfaction of my co-author, the reviewers, the publisher and many readers.

7.2. Promoting Pinkhof: Twitter and Google+

Pinkhof is aimed primarily at medical students. As the Pinkhof author I need to stay in touch with their terminological needs and linguistic skills and idiosyncrasies. In addition to events such as the annual Rosalind Franklin Contest I contribute to promotional actions on a leading
website for medical students. In 2011 we posted a contest online inviting students to look up answers in *Pinkhof* and rewarding them with free software licenses. As a part of www.pinkhof.nl an action game was developed requiring students to ‘perform surgery’ on a patient whilst answering multiple-choice questions.

As of January 2011 I have been using Twitter, extending this recently to Google+, for posting medicolinguistic observations. In a year’s period I have produced approximately 1,400 tweets on medical terminology and acquired some 300 avid followers. Every day I spend some fifteen minutes interacting with my target groups and enjoying their feedback and retweets. For this same purpose of community building, readers are invited to send suggestions to pgw@pinkhof.bsl on each book page, each PC edition screen and the Info screen in the apps.

7.3. *Educating a museum’s audience*

At present I am preparing lexical exhibits on medical Dutch for the Leyden-based Boerhaave National Museum on the history of Medicine. To my pleasure, this respected institute has recognised the need for a display exhibiting linguistic aspects of Dutch medicine, among other aspects of dictionaries, the morphology of medical terms, nosology and classification systems.

7.4. *Medical ghost terms*

I always include in *Pinkhof* a few nonsensical medical terms and definitions as ghost terms in order to prevent plagiarism by announcing this in the colophon. In 1998, students sold for some € 150 a diskette with a MS Word file containing some 20,000 *Pinkhof* headwords (containing 3% of typos!) as a ‘medical spellchecker’. Unfortunately, they adhered too accurately to *Pinkhof*’s sorting, so it was a piece of cake to sue their company and have it closed down.

I trust that this last section will not discourage fellow lexicographers now becoming interested from venturing into medical lexicography.
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